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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
11/17/16  

The path of least resistance is pointing downward  
 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 3:15 AM (CT): 
GOLD +4.10, SILVER +10.80, PLATINUM -0.30  
 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global markets were mixed overnight 
with the Asian stocks higher and some European Bourses weaker. 
Wednesday's lukewarm set of US economic data appears to have taken some 
of the steam out of equity markets but that could also increase the attention on the US data slate later today. The 
Asian economic calendar featured the October Australian unemployment rate which held steady at near the 3 
year low 5.6%. Another issue of consequence from the Asian session was news from the BOJ that they would 
resume bond buying at the short end of the curve. The European session began with a rise in French 
unemployment and strong October UK retail sales. The highlight of the European session was expected to be 
October Euro zone CPI which held steady from September's +0.5% year-over-year rate but we would suggest 
that strength in UK retail sales was really the primary data point released from the European theater. The North 
American calendar will start out with weekly initial jobless claims which are expected to see a modest uptick from 
the previous 254,000 reading. October housing starts are forecast to see a moderate increase from September 
while October building permits are expected to downtick from September's reading. Also due out in the 7:30 data 
window today is The Philly Fed Business outlook which is expected to soften and US CPI which is expected to be 
a bit firm at +0.4%. Fed Chair Janet Yellen will testify in front of a joint Congressional committee during mid-
morning US trading hours. Other Fed speakers will include NY Fed President Dudley during morning hours while 
Fed Governor Brainard and Chicago Fed President Evans speak during the afternoon. A busy day of earnings 
announcements will include Wal-Mart, JM Smucker and Best Buy before the Wall Street open while 
Salesforce.com, Applied Materials, Intuit, Ross Stores and Gap Inc. report after the close.  
 

GOLD / SILVER 
While the US dollar pushed to a new 14-year high this week, gold continues to hold on the charts with the 
construction of a quasi-consolidation zone. The gold market might see some support from news of a decline in 
Russian January through September gold output of roughly 3 tonnes from the same period last year. An issue 
that might countervail the potentially supportive Russian output news is ongoing concern from India regarding the 
"big bills" extraction from the Indian economy which in turn has spurred fears that the government might restrict 
gold imports. While Silver remains somewhat on the defensive it should garner some support from predictions 
from GFMS that the market would see its 4th annual deficit as output of silver fell leaving a projected deficit of 52 
million ounces. Some players suggest that gold and silver will need to see the December Dollar fall back below 
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the 1.00 level or perhaps even below the 99.91 level to turn the currency influence from a residual negative into a 
minimal positive. While the flow of funds seems to be favoring other key commodities, precious metals prices are 
building consolidation zones and that might hint at the presence of value. The holdings of the world's largest gold 
ETF fell by 1.19 tonnes on Wednesday, which is a fifth daily outflow in a row.  
 

PLATINUM  
A general ongoing improvement in risk sentiment over the past few sessions has clearly had a beneficial impact 
on platinum prices as they have been able to carve out a sideways consolidation zone that hints at some form of 
value. However, the palladium market has seen prices driven up to new 1 1/2 month high in a move that suggests 
it is benefiting from fresh fund buying in a thin trade and we also suspect that palladium is benefiting from news 
earlier this week of an expansion of the world platinum and Palladium 2016 deficits. Next upside resistance in 
December palladium is seen up at $728 and support moves up to $711.30. Similar close-in resistance in January 
platinum is seen up at $951.80 and support is seen close-in down at $933.  
 

MARKET IDEAS: With an ongoing moderate net spec long positioning and lingering Dollar optimism, new gold 
buyers might want to wait for the market's short-term technical indicators to reach much more balanced levels 
before considering the long side. We also think that gold currently lacks a "bullish story" and the best the bull 
camp can hope for today is modest developing weakness in the Dollar in the wake of mostly disappointing US 
data. With a shallow recovery bounce for December silver yesterday and the market's inability to hold that bounce 
that suggests more downside action ahead in the short-term. Resistance is at $17.11 and $17.23, with $16.39 as 
next swing target. Look for resistance in December gold at $1243.20 and $1246.90, with $1211.10 and $1205.00 
as next targets.  
 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
11/17/16  

Slightly vulnerable to weak scheduled data  
 

GENERAL: Copper may be showing signs of consolidating at slightly lower 
levels after Wednesday broke a streak of 5 straight sessions with a trading 
range of 12 cents or larger. Clearly the market will need to find stronger risk 
appetites in order to regain upside momentum. Standing in the way of the bull 
camp today is news of a 2,275 ton trend breaking rise in LME copper stocks 
overnight. Another potentially major negative for copper is word from a World 
Bureau of Metals Statistics (WBMS) forecast that copper posted a 120,000 ton surplus during the first 9 months of 
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this year, as that deflates some optimism that global demand has been on the mend. The rise in LME copper 
stocks broke a chain of 20th straight declines.  
 

MARKET IDEAS: We think the bears retain control for now as it may take stronger US data and fresh positive 
vibes out of China to improve copper's demand outlook again. In fact, we see the prospect of weak US scheduled 
data today and therefore we would suggest that aggressive traders consider getting short December copper 
around the $2.4850 level looking for the prospect of a fresh downside breakout on the week!  
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